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RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF LAND AREAS BY INSEC'!S
EMERGING FROM CONTAMINATED WATER BODIES

Following is a translation of Pn article by A. A. Peredel'-
skiy and I. 0. Bogatyrev from Ilveetiyl Akedomii NauMkSSR,
Se~riX bioloaiches.ka (News of the Academy of Sciences
USSR, Biology Series, No 2, Moscow, 1959, pages 186-192.1

Formulation of the Problem

Many studies from different aspects and quite a little practic-
al effort have been devoted to problems of deactivation and burial of
radioactive wastes of atomic industry. However, to the present time
the conditions of a technical-economic nature do not yet permit ideal
burial, in which contamination of nature by long-lived radioactive
isotopes would be entirely eliminated. The same is observed in the
burial of radioactive isotopes which contaminate the sewago systems
of cities and irrigation fields.

In connection with this, the tendency still persists toward
utilising fresh water bodies for the dilution and burial of radioactive
wastes, ohich has been quite neatly attested to by the literature of
recent years (Browden, 1951; Ruchhoft, 1951, 1953; Foster and Dav-
is, 1955; Parker. 1955, 1956; Coopey, 1956a, b: Rostenbach, 1956;
Garner and Kochtitsky, 1956; Clukey, 1957; Marey, 1956a, b. c,
1957a; Lebedeva, 1957; Telushkina, 1957, and many others). It
should also be kept in mind that certain progress made in the tech-
nic of utilization of nuclear reactors, which in principle do not need
the presence-or circulation of large masses of water, does not elim-
inate the problem of contamination already effected, although it does
reduce the danger of future contamination of nature. In the litera-
ture, problems of degrees of contamination of fresh water bodies with
radioactive products of different types by atomic bomb and hydrogen
bomb explosions have been described also (see, for exmnple, Lacy.
1954).

Therefore, it is clear that at the present time problems of
adioactive contamination of fresh water bodies, burial and the fate of d
adioactive waste in them have not only maintained their current im-
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btut in some respects have even become more's acate. I
A runuber of direct and indirect studies has been made Lor

wor.ing out ideasi about processes which put radioisotopes contaminat-
in1g water bodies in a state which provides for burial of them. Here,
we shall dwell on referemees from B. U. Apoenov Is (1957) and Ye.
A. rinofeyeva-Resovskayall (195?) works, who showed that in a ser-
ies of ccnnected running-water ponds the plankton orpanisms, water
w.,t cia, sooe, bottom and sand rapidly and quite completely extract
various radioisotopes entering the first pond as waste requiring burial
f:rorn the water and retain them firmly.

Processes leading to complete burial of radioisotope. were,
t,) ;rWriderable degree, represented an the result of the dying and
a irkVIMg uAto the ooze of progressivaly newer bodies of animals and
plants whith during their lifetimes had cleared the water of isotopes
dissolved in it. Actually, in the comparatively brief periods of the ox-
periments, after which the investigators took samples of the main
components of the water body for radioactivity tests, the total bal-
ance of radioactivity coustituted evidence of a process of this kind.

Nevertheless, from the logic of redioecological concepts
(Peredel'skiy, 1957a, b) the burying role of water bodies has not ap-
peared to us to be adequately reliable, since at times tremendous
quantities of Lottom fauna, living and feeding in the oose and on the bot-
torn but. leaving the water bodies en masse when they become winged
(insects) or after metamorphosis (amphibians), in additio to fish,
n-iollusks and worms, canmot help but interfere with dependeble burial
of radioisotopes in the bottom and ooze of normal water bodies.

Naturally, in such an important matter, where, sizultane-
ously with functions of burial in water bodies sources of radioactive
contamination of adjacent areas might be created, our doubts had to
be resolved in special studies.

In a very preliminary form we were able to begin such stud-
its in the summer of 1956, taking advantage of the invitation of the
lral .Affiliate of the Academy of Sciences USSR.. which offered us part

r f the necessary equipment and radioactive isotopes. (We should like
to mention the active assistance given to us by L. Z. Udioaova and
G. A. Sokolova. Considerable aid in our work W" ae•s by N. V.
Timofeyev-Roeoovskiy, N. V. KXulkov, To. A. WmI poll a oev"Veba
and B. M. Agafonov).

L 
Material and Method 

_
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rTen identical aquaria (height 30 centimeters, area ad the
bottom 340 square centimeters) were placed in a row. Into each of
them dry sand (in a quantity of two kilograms) coverud with a layer of
oose (50 grams when recalculated for dry weight) was poured in an
even layer; then, 20 ramules of Elodes, and four ramnules of Myrieoldil-

lur (dry weights of the plants, three-four grams each) were trns-
planted into each of the aquaria. MiSht liters of lake water were
poured into each aquarium, and a few score living bottom ia&Wet lar-
vae were put into the aquaria (only those which became winged durlng
the experimetnt are mentioned): caddis flies (chiefly, Polyceatropue
flavornaculatus), mayflies (Co.oo dipterum, Ephkemerella ignita), avd
mosquitoes (chiefly, Teadipes).

Therefore, to a certain extent natural water bodies were im-
itated.

For the purpose of subsequent Catching of the winged insects
and those which left the water bodies a cap-like covering made of wire

seoe asee et tightly on each aquarium.
After two days, solutions of different radioactive isotopes

were added to the aquaria. An =diluted mixture of beta- and gamma-
emitters -- fission products of a nuclear reactor -- were put into four
aquaria. This mixture was three years old. that is, at the time of the
experiment it had no short-lived radioieotopes.

A mixture was added to two of these aquaria in a quantity
which created a total activity of 400 microcuries in each or 50 miere-
curies per liter. In the other two aquaria the mixture cres to a total
activity of 80 microcuriespor 10 microcuries per liter. Cos" was
put into two other aquaria, calculating a total activity in the aj•rla
of 93. 6 microcuriessor 11. 7 microcuries per liter in each. Sr"
which formed 80 microcuries total activity 10 microcuries per
liter~was added to the next two aquaria. Co , creating 60 microct,'-
ies and 10 microcuries per literjwas put into the last two aquaria.
(A comparison with some data in the literature (Browden, 1951; Lacy,
1954; Ruchhoft and Setter, 1953) shows that the activities used in oer
experiments correspond to usual cestofaatie levels of water bdies
with radioactive wastes of atomic entarpvlees).

As we see, every experintet was poydesmed twice, ad In
treating the results of the studies the average Agoes were derived
from them.

The experiments lasted from 13 July threugh 6 August. to
this time the water teaperature in the aquaria watd &ewm Is to 194'.L.hat is, it was less than optimum for devole•e" of WOOe..
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r Each winged insect was dried, weighed, put into a standard"
'•uii, t cup, and its activity was determined on a 3-2 apparatus with

pe counter of the BFL-Z5 type.
.fhe results of activity measurements, expressed in pulses

p r zn:rrute, were then, according to the usual methods 9esverted into
".b4t ;•ctivity figures. These latter figures are showe for every

* ý,int Lr• Table 1 as the average volues in millimicrocuries per
* •.r the given group.

Results

Of the numerous results of our studies nere we are interested
only in the magnitude of the activity brought out by winged insects
which tad gone through part of the larval and pupal stages of develop-
merit or• the bottom of the radioaictively contaminated water body.
Some other results have been presented in the article by 1. 0. Boga-
tyrev (1959. in poblicatior,).

Table I

Average ,ctr•numitlaticn of Radioactivity per Insect at the Time of
,.iiergence from Aquaria containing Different Isotopes

so ;,

CAN 1~j.,., ttZl/ 2 e ?

. •:.,.pe �Z. Activity of the water body; 3. Average activity per
i st,.trn Ulirnicrocuries, 4. Total activity, microcuries; 5. Specific

:,ctivity, rni.ro.,uriew per liter; 6. Mosquitoes; 7. Mayflies; 8. Cad-
dis flies; 9. Mixture of beta- anad amnma-emitters; 10. The same.

First of all, we should like to emphasise that the activity
Lbrought out of the water body by imagoes and subimagoes (fa the maxj_.
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! fies') is the result only of radioactive isotopes incorporated into the

organs. Adsorption of radioisotopes on Lhe surface of the imago's

body could not occur, since the winged forms hatch out outside of the

water, leaving their molts, which adsorb the isotopes, in the water or

on objects projecting from it. The results of the experiments are

shown in Ta'ble 1.
We should like to point out that in four groups of experiments

bath the specific and total radioactivities of the "water bodies" were

equal, rtepectively, in the eight aquaria (a slight difference in the

group containing the Cs 1 17 was not determinative in the results), and

Jnly in the fifth group of experiments were the activities increased by

"ivc times.

.C'.c results presented in Table I require a clarifica'ion of the

sta::stical significance of differences in the activity magnitu3.es irk dif-

ferent experiments and in different insects. The criteria of Aignifi-

cance in such comparisons are given in Table 2, according to the

ra:io values (the ratio (:- the difference of the averages of thc values

being cornpared to the square root of the sum of the squares rf their

mean exrors). We assume that with a ratio of more than or t-qual to

three the differences are significant.

Table 2

Significance (By Ratio) from Comparisons of Average Activities Brought

our of Water Bodies Insect in Diffeeent Experisnents

Ayta.s__ . 'a 3.

7.7 7.7 6.0

CW, 93,8 t 4A 73 .6
S1 75 90

Sr so to ,0 ,,,8
101 to I2 13,S

-,. Isotc.j•; ,. A~.' c• %ie ,'at, e. "bod, 3. ToW satavl t, ,,orlooties;

~~-~ais fles 6.vij MayfliesU;e 7. Mosquitoes; 8.

Caddis flies and mnaytfies; 9. Caddls flies and mosquitoes; 10. May- V
L41ies and rm. squitoes: t 1. Mixture of beta- and gamma-emitters; 12.-

The samre.



I
" First of all. we should like to note that the average activity 3

brought out by caddis flies was significant in the majority of cases an]
wa 4 Ar greater than in the case of mayflies and mosquitoes. However,
C a 137 was brought out to the greatest extent by mayflies, and differ-
ences in the amounts of other isotopes brought out by the latter by com-
parison with mosquitoes were not statistically significant. As for dif-
ferences in the amount of activity brought out by some species of in-
sect in the case of the different isotopes, in the majority of cases
(there was an exception only in the comparisons of amounts of SrO0

and Co 6 0 brought out) these differences were mathemnaticaly signifi-

Therefore, caddis flies brought the greatest activity out of
aquaria with a quintuple mixture of beta- and gamma-emitters; then
came the aquaria with Sr 9 0 and CoO0 ; the lowest activity was brought
out of aquaria containinpLa unitary mixture of beta- and paimasemit-
ters and those wih Cs137. Mayflies brought most activty out of the
aquAria with Cs137 and less, from the unitary mixture of beta- and
gamma -emitters.

It goes without saying that under different conditions of the
riediui, and with different specific activities all these relations might
be expressed differently, both in comparisons of the capacity of spec-
ies for bringing out the same isotopes and in comparisons of the activ-

ities of different isotopes taken out by insects of the same species.
Undoubtedly, in this sense there is still considerable roem her" for
study.

Discussion of Results

In our work generalizing on problems of rad/secology, one of

us (Peredel'skiy. 19S7a, b) expressed the hypothesis eo the compar-
atively rapid and complete bioecological self-priication of radioac-
tively contaminated water bodies by different animals (particularly in-
sects) and corresponding contamination of the land areas in the vicinity.

We should like to analyze both parts of this hypothesis. A
c.efect in its first part in some special cases way be the absence of a
reservation concerning the limnological rules and reguations which
interfere with the complete renewal of the water body biosmass and

contribute to the conservation of considerable quantities ad it in the
form of peats and sapropels. Therefore, radldestive isotosps bound in

1 one way or another to this portion of the opanic ina•tter of the water
body will be reliably buried in its bottom and will net be eupesed to

- 64 I



rabsorption by migrting pamInsoat fedgchi.rr
the, te esuts f ur tudesdescribed aboev shewed *at an indivi.

dual insect, belonging to say of the groups which wese in She expert.
rzent, is capable of bringing a very small fraction of the einl activity
out of a radioactively coftaminated water body. The swooslest work
of Ye. V. Boruatskiy (1939a, b) dealing with the dyeassice of the bia.
mass in fresh water bodiee permitted .as to .malts a number of rcealeu
latioas. The latter show dWa for thee* inseeststwhish are able to save
themselves from enemies in the water body itself until they reach the
winged state oto bring out all of the -a aci~y freem the water body
wou14 require an eoon dlagly large number of generatioms and time,
wkigh would be greater than the half.111 of eve snub isaelpes, as
i;Y. Incidentally, it should be kept in mind that In the studies of
Ye. V. borutskiy consideration was not gives to the migratiou of the
biomass beyond the limits of the water body by man~binaudelng such
large forins of insects as caddie Aies. dragoaMils. etc.. as well as
amphibsa undergoing wetaorhsie &ad consideration was sot g01eS
to. the role of divers, the Iwashixg-up of biomnass by the sarf. and a
number of other factors of appropriate sigelficance.

We should like to analyse swthe sIVIA oae of the second
hypothesis concerning the danger of radioactive c stam -1001 of
land areas adjacent to the contaminated water bodies. Vor this, first
of all. 'we should like to bring to msind. that the quite typical water
bodies of the central Russeian seas#, which the water bodies studied by
Yo. V. Borstskiy are. had a& iaeeoct-bweedift bettom anea equal to &p.
proximately 0. 1 square kilssooter. The suniber ad Image.. of just-
one species ad mosquito, ChIronomus pbnmeasu smwovs during the
warm season reached 50.0ON,0S0L Another sPoeetee Oeeethwa, m-
erged in a quantity of 103, 000.000 iniisl; and dmho were
2% 000. 000 Tanypt mosquitoes which emerged Many Mmllons ad
representatives of other species of insects emerging froms such water
bodies, including such large ones as drsgoamfls. could be addad to
these numbers. In any case, the total number adf emevaf insects va-
dsosbtedy reaches 200, 000, 000 or mere per Vftr. Uuoever, Ye. V.
Sorutskiy has found that up to 90 percent 41 the emergiog 1meeete is
eaten by birds and bats (we should liM to add &Uo, by pwe&teWy
is*eete spiders, and .ples)t while the Mftorl desth vats with
&reppbg of the bodies to the Ste~m& assm" to 10 Perso"t

From this it follws. i darsesa), fth ati a rvws of up to 1.59Lkileomters arunds such a lake she avenpg WA-0.0 doefsty ed bodies of
ONst cam monuot to we bodiesPo oqw "~ woof of P 4 e sdee.



r-Let us not forget that the spray and pieces of the droppings of all thou
en•enwt.: which have destroyed the other 90 percent of the insects which
emerged will fall to the ground near the lake. The bulk of the droppings
will accumulate at places remote from the water body, in the neighbor.
¾,ood of nesting and breeding places, including among places inhabited
by people.

Let us now gain an idea of the quantity of radioactivity which
must occur on a squ; re meter of ground around the water body of this
size as a result of its bioecological self-purification from contamina-
tion with industrial radioactive waste. From just two insect bodies
the activity per square meter of ground can increase by 0. 2-two milli-
microcuries or more for the season. In order to have an idea of the
significance of this figure it should be keot in mind that the global con-
tamination of the land with radioactive fallout after the exploolon of
just one hydrogen bomb comes to S. 4 millimicrocuries per square met-
er (see, for example, Nuclear Explosions, etc., 1956; Kurchatov,
Chulkov and Shvedov, 1956). Thorofare, very little time (from two to
IC years) is needed for the radioactive coantamnination of the ground
around contaminated water bodies (from the bodies of insects) to come
to twice the level of the global contamination occurring from the explos-
ion of a single hydrogen bomb.

Thert is radloecological basis for supposing (Peredel'skiy,
1957) that the increased activity of the ground will in time advance pro-
gressively further from this original zone near the water body. The
quantity of radioactivity in the vicinity of contaminated places near the
nesting places of radioactively contaminated birds, places where their
bodies fall, as well as from the bodies of amphibians which have come
from radioactively contaminated water bodies cannot yet be calculatod,
but probably it at times exceeds the total radioactivity treasported by
the insects whose bodies are strewn on the area aroead the water
body.

The problem of the danger of such contamimation can be coan-
sidered, probably, only from a genetic aspect.

Conclusion

Adult winged insects, whose larvae have lived em the bott•me
of water bodies contaminated with radioactive isotopes coaian small
quantities of radioactivity in their oodiss.

Lth A species specificity of a quantitative WnWtq is opvod in

Lthe carrying out of the various isotopes (C-I1?, 80, W, UrAU064._



Fixture of beta - and gamma -emitters .-- fission products of a uaie.a3
reactor) by the bodies of adv~t Inseets (mosquitoes, man•Moe, caddis
fiez. When the specific activity of the water vs. increased the &deft

z-,ect.• ,ntained more activity. A greater total activity is character-
•s~it '±Ie larger forms of insects.

The total activity brought out of a water body by winged insects
--an i cach high figures over a number of generations, of vwich each
ont ýoiisists of tens and hundreds of millioas of individuals.

Therefore, experimental verification of the hypothesis of the
bioecological salf -purification of- ater bodies from radioactive con-
tamination with subsequent contamination of the land are"a in the en-
virons with radioactivity (Peredeliskiy, 195%?. b) has been confirmed
in a general form. However, in the presence of processes of peat-
and &apropel-formation obstacles will arise to the complete self-
purification of water bodies, particularly since the lnsect@ whkic leave
the water I -0.ies when they become winged cannot by themselves rapid-
ly purify t1 -. rn of rbdioactive isotopes. On the other hand, the accumu-
lation of radioactive bodies of insects in the zones of the Iead areas
nearest the water body can in a comparatively short time increase
their radioactive background to a figure similar to the increase in the
b.ckground coming from global contamination with products of a rou-
tine hydrogen bomb explosion.

The true rates of bioradioecological purigicatiem of water
bcodies and increase in the background of the adjacent land area are
probably even greater because of the fallout of radioative droppings
of insectivorous birds, the emergence of W8hie which have Under-
gone meta-norphosis from the contaminated water bodies and their
deaths on the dry land, etc.

Only water bodies which have artiflcially boee cleared of orgpa-
istns which come out on the dry land will be better suited to burial of
:adioactive wastes.

The present study shows once again thiat in the problem of
burial of radioactive wastes, as in problems of coutamsimlion of nature
with radioactive isotopes, such a trend in scUee so vadisecolop
must introduce essen0tial additions and Gorrectftea of theoretical
and sanitary-hygienic significance.
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